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ABSTRACT: Plant species on oceanic islands comprise nearly 25% of described vascular plants on only 5% of

the Earth’s land surface yet are among the most rare and endangered plants. Conservation of plant biodiversity
on islands poses particular challenges because many species occur in a few and/or small populations, and their
habitats on islands are often disturbed by the activity of humans or by natural processes such as landslides and
volcanoes. In addition to described species, evidence is accumulating that there are likely significant numbers of
“cryptic” species in oceanic archipelagos. Plant systematists, in collaboration with others in the botanical disciplines, are critical to the discovery of the subtle diversity in oceanic island floras. Molecular data will play an
ever increasing role in revealing variation in island lineages. However, the input from plant systematists and
other organismal biologists will continue to be important in calling attention to morphological and ecological
variation in natural populations and in the discovery of “new” populations that can inform sampling for molecular analyses. Conversely, organismal biologists can provide basic information necessary for understanding the
biology of the molecular variants, including diagnostic morphological characters, reproductive biology, habitat,
etc. Such basic information is important when describing new species and arguing for their protection. Hybridization presents one of the most challenging problems in the conservation of insular plant diversity, with the process having the potential to decrease diversity in several ways including the merging of species into hybrid
swarms or conversely hybridization may generate stable novel recombinants that merit recognition as new species. These processes are often operative in recent radiations in which intrinsic barriers to gene flow have not
evolved. The knowledge and continued monitoring of plant populations in the dynamic landscapes on oceanic
islands are critical to the preservation of their plant diversity.
Keywords: conservation, cryptic diversity, island plants, molecular data, plant systematics

Although oceanic islands have long been known for their
unusual animals such as the giant tortoises in the Galápagos
Islands, many island plants are very distinctive morphologically
from their continental relatives, with the silversword alliance
of Hawaii perhaps the best-known example (Carr, 1985).
Insular endemic plant lineages are often characterized by:
occurrence in different habitats; striking morphological
differences among species; and their frequent rarity, being
present in a few small populations. Islands account for only
about 5% of the land surface of the Earth, yet, by current

estimates, insular endemics account for almost 25% of
described vascular plant species (Kreft et al., 2008). It has been
estimated that 5 to 10% of the insular endemics worldwide
could be highly threatened and that 3 to 4% could be in critical
danger of extinction (Caujapé-Castells et al., 2010).
The conservation of endemic island plants is a complex,
multifaceted topic, including the preservation of native habitat,
control of alien plants and animals, and minimizing the impact
of human activities (Caujapé-Castells et al., 2010). While these
factors are very important, the present paper focuses on the
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role of systematists in the conservation of biodiversity within
island plant lineages. In the present discussion, plant
systematics will be used in a broad sense to include traditional
taxonomy with the naming and identification of species based
on morphology, experimental biosystematics, reproductive
biology such as breeding systems and pollinators, use of
molecular markers and phylogenetic reconstruction.
Island plant biodiversity can be viewed at several hierarchical
levels, but the species is commonly recognized as the
fundamental unit of biodiversity both from the view of the
scientific and lay communities (Steele and Pires, 2011).
Importantly, species and subspecific recognition are the basis
for legal protection of plants by the United States Endangered
Species Act, although other agencies may include consideration
of “distinct” populations (Allendorf et al., 2013, pp. 317, 318).
The issues of species concepts and/or criteria for recognizing
species have been and continue to be discussed and debated
(e.g., Mallet, 1995; Mayden, 1997; de Queiroz, 1998;
Hausdorf, 2011), and will not be considered in detail. Rather,
the topics will be dealt within the context of island plants. The
traditional morphological/typological species concept/criterion,
if not explicitly stated in taxonomic treatments and the
description of new species, is most commonly employed by
plant systematists.
Despite the importance of species in biodiversity studies,
particularly within island archipelagos, understanding
population variation within species is also critical to the
conservation of genetic diversity. This is true because
individual or groups of populations may represent cryptic
species that could go undetected with the types of data often
employed in systematic studies. Whether or not recognized
taxonomically, the detection of variation within recognized taxa
is important because it calls attention to the value of conserving
diversity and adaptive/evolutionary potential. Since there is no
universally accepted species definition, it follows that there is
no generally agreed upon definition of cryptic species; in the
present paper the working definition will be that “they are at
least superficially morphologically indistinguishable” (Bickford
et al., 2006, p. 149). For vascular plants, casual observation
with the naked eye, or with 10x or lower magnification could
be classified as “superficial” examination. Sibling species are
sometimes further distinguished from cryptic species in that
they are sister species (Bickford et al., 2006). Cryptic species
are likely, but not inevitably, sister species because their
morphological similarities are the result of recent divergence
from a common ancestor in the island setting.
We will discuss some challenges of documenting biodiversity
in the flora of oceanic islands, with emphasis on the discovery
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of cryptic diversity and the issues involved in recognizing the
diversity taxonomically. The discussion will be centered on
species and subspecies, but will also consider the conservation
of diversity at the population level within species. In addition
to morphology, the use of molecular markers for detecting
cryptic diversity and for informing taxonomic decisions will
be reviewed, and this will bring into play a discussion of the
genotypic cluster definition of species (Mallet, 1995). We will
highlight the roles of present and emerging molecular/genomic
data in the study of cryptic diversity in insular plant lineages.
At the same time, emphasis will be placed on the importance
of traditional taxonomic studies to complement information
from genetic/genomic data in the conservation of oceanic island
floras. Discussion of molecular phylogenetic studies of island
plant lineages will provoke comments on the conservation of
phylogenetic diversity (Diniz-Filho et al., 2013; Winter et al.,
2013). We will argue that only collaborative studies between
systematists and workers in other disciplines will achieve the
necessary integration of data for conservation purposes.

Field studies: observations and collections
Because oceanic islands are relatively small areas that are
clearly delineated by their isolation in vast oceans, it might be
tacitly assumed that extensive collecting has been done in all
areas of islands and that insular floras are well documented.
Despite extensive fieldwork on many archipelagos, new plant
taxa are constantly being described (e.g., Ferreira et al., 2014;
Puppo, 2015). In some instances, novelties have been found
in very inaccessible areas (Funk and Wood, 2014). In other
cases, species occur in easily accessible areas, and intensive
field studies provided insights into variation in several “cryptic”
morphological features that are maintained in cultivation in a
uniform environment (e.g., Crawford et al., 2013). The value
of field observations over several years cannot be overstated
for detecting cryptic diversity because good field taxonomists
come to recognize subtle (cryptic) differences among
populations of what are considered the same species. This was
the case in the description of the new species Tolpis santosii
(Asteraceae) from the Canary Islands, which was based on the
perceptive observations of Arnoldo Santos-Guerra over many
growing seasons (Crawford et al., 2013). In some instances,
critical study of herbarium material and expanded field studies
that augment scant herbarium material have resulted in the
resurrection of species previously placed in synonymy
(Senterre et al., 2015). These cited studies, along with many
others, suggest that intensive field studies, including special
collecting efforts in poorly explored areas of islands and critical
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examination of herbarium specimens by plant systematists, are
critically important components in the discovery of cryptic
variation in island floras. Particular challenges may include
both getting to remote islands and doing fieldwork in
inaccessible parts of islands.
In addition to islands of different ages in archipelagos such
as the Canary and Hawaiian Islands, there are substrates of
varying ages on single islands, as well as areas of natural and
human-mediated disturbances on individual islands (e.g.,
Sherrod, 2009; Carracedo, 2011). In essence, there may be
islands within islands, with species or cryptic species, occurring
on different substrates on islands with complex geological
histories, such as Tenerife in the Canary Islands (e.g., Puppo
et al., 2014). More recent lava flows (even in historical times),
natural landslide areas, and areas of human disturbance provide
open areas for colonization and subsequent divergence, as well
as the potential for the generation of novelty by hybridization
(Otto et al., 2016). Field studies of plant lineages occurring on
the variety of substrates on oceanic islands are important in
detecting cryptic diversity within lineages.

Reproductive biology
It goes without saying that the persistence, diversification
and speciation of plants in oceanic archipelagos depend on
successful sexual reproduction (Anderson et al., 2001;
Bernardello et al., 2001; Crawford et al., 2011). As colonizing
plants adapt to the island setting, cryptic diversity in floral traits
may occur and these plants may “break the rules” relative to
the expected associations of floral features and breeding
systems. For example, in the Juan Fernandez Islands, the
endemic, monophyletic composite genus Dendroseris (or
Sonchus subgenus Dendroseris; Mejías and Kim, 2012) has
both self-incompatible (SI) and self-compatible (SC) species
(Anderson et al., 2001; Bernardello et al., 2001). However, the
SC species still retain the floral characters typical of SI
outcrossing species instead of having evolved the reduced size
and number of floral parts typical of the so-called “selfing
syndrome” (Ornduff, 1969; Slotte et al., 2012, see below).
Another excellent example of island plants “making do” for
sexual reproduction comes from Robinson Crusoe island in the
Juan Fernandez archipelago. Anderson et al. (2000a) showed
that in the endemic species Wahlenbergia berteroi
(Campanulaceae) elongation of the styles carries pollen near
the throat of the corolla and rubs against the inner surface of
the corolla. Wind shaking the flowers brings the pollen on the
inner surface of the corollas in contact with the receptive
stigmata, which effects pollination. It is clear from these two
(and many other) examples that breeding systems in island
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plants may be cryptic because superficial observation of floral
morphology suggests that they are typical of outcrossing
species even though they have the ability to self. Field studies
determining whether isolated flowers (bagged to exclude pollen
from other plants), with and without manual self-pollination,
can set seed, will show whether plants are SC and further
whether they can efficiently self-pollinate or require a pollen
vector. There are important conservation implications of the
breeding systems of island plants and whether pollen vectors
are needed (Anderson et al., 2001; Bernardello et al., 2001).
These include genetic diversity within and between populations
(e.g., Hamrick and Godt, 1997) and whether seed set is limited
by lack of pollinators or compatible mates (in the case of SI
plants, see below), especially in the small populations typical
of oceanic islands (Pannell, 2015). Even more subtle and
cryptic are island plants that are basically SI but are “leaky”
and allow some self seed set (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2003;
Crawford et al., 2015). Presumably, this system assures some
seed set while retaining the genetic diversity of an outcrossing
breeding system (Levin, 1996).
Another form of cryptic diversity in the reproductive biology
of island plants is the early stages of the evolution of dioecy
(the separation of the sexes on different plants) (e.g., Sun et
al., 1996; Anderson et al., 2000b, 2006). In fact, flowers may
be functionally unisexual yet have both stamens and gynoecia,
and casual observation could easily lead to their interpretation
as bisexual flowers; the ease of detecting differences will
depend on morphological similarity of the nonfunctional and
functional forms in the different sexes. Detecting cryptic
functional dioecy is important in the conservation of island
plants because if the ratio of male and female plants becomes
skewed, as could be the case in small populations, it would
have an effect on seed set and on genetic diversity within
populations because it reduces the effective population size
(Allendorf et al., 2013, chapter 7). Dramatic examples of the
extinction of dioecious species in an oceanic archipelago in
historical times are provided by two very distinctive species
from the genus Robinsonia (Asteraceae), R. macrocephala and
R. berteroi, from the Robinson Crusoe Islands. For several
decades, the latter species was known from only a single male
plant (Stuessy et al., 1998a,b) and it is now thought, like R.
macrocephala, to be extinct (Danton et al., 2006).

Molecular markers
Molecular data have been employed extensively in the study
of island plants, with the results often discussed in terms of
conservation implications. Allozymes, which are inherited as
co-dominants, were the first molecular markers employed in
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assessing genetic diversity within and divergence among
species of island endemics (Lowrey and Crawford, 1985;
Crawford et al., 1987; Witter and Carr, 1988; de Joode and
Wendel, 1992). However, allozymes often lack the variation
necessary to distinguish morphologically distinct insular
congeneric species (Lowrey and Crawford, 1985; Helenurm
and Ganders, 1985; Francisco-Ortega et al., 1996a). Exceptions
include Witter and Carr (1988) and Kim et al. (1999) where
higher divergence was seen between species from older than
between species on younger islands in an archipelago. The
rapid and recent divergence of insular species relative to
mutation rates at allozyme loci (Schlötterer, 2004) and the
relatively small number of loci typically resolved are factors
in the lack of resolution of morphologically distinct species.
These factors would seem to further limit the utility of
allozymes for the identification of cryptic species. Despite
generally low variation, allozyme data have been used to assess
diversity within and among conspecific populations, and to
correlate patterns of variation with various life history and other
biological traits; these data may be used to inform strategies
for the conservation of genetic diversity (Francisco-Ortega et
al., 2000; Crawford et al., 2001; Pérez de Paz and CaujapéCastells, 2013).
Following allozymes, several types of anonymous PCRbased DNA markers, such as random amplified polymorphic
DNA (RAPD), inter-simple sequence repeats (ISSR), and
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), have been
employed for assessing genetic diversity in plant species
(Nybom, 2004; Schlötterer, 2004; Bonin et al., 2007; Meudt
and Clarke, 2007). All three markers are inherited as
dominants. They have been applied widely to studies of
diversity in island plants, including variation within species
(e.g., Brauner et al., 1992; Crawford et al., 2001), subspecies
(Caujapé-Castells et al., 2008) and populations (Archibald et
al., 2006). The extensive ISSR study of Canary Island Tolpis
by Archibald et al. (2006) showed the potential of these
markers for distinguishing species because they did resolve
morphologically distinct clusters of populations recognized as
species, and several populations identified as cryptic species
based on morphology and geographic distribution were distinct.
The RAPD marker study by Caujapé-Castells et al. (2008) is
an excellent example of congruence between molecular
markers, morphology, and geographic distribution for
recognizing subspecific taxa. In general, these three dominant
markers are of greater utility than allozymes in distinguishing
species or detecting cryptic diversity because they are more
variable than allozymes (Freeland et al., 2011, p. 71) and many
more loci can be resolved than with allozymes. One of the
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potential problems with the use of PCR-based DNA markers,
especially RAPDs, but ISSRs as well, is the reproducibility of
the results, and replicate runs should be done to document that
results can be duplicated (Schlötterer, 2004).
Microsatellites or simple sequence repeats (SSR) have
enjoyed more recent popularity than the three dominant
molecular markers because they are inherited as co-dominants,
which, like allozymes, have distinct advantages in the kinds
of analyses that can be done and the kinds of insights that can
be obtained (Freeland et al., 2011). A limitation of the use of
SSRs has been the effort and expense of designing primers for
the taxa of interest, as there are no universal primers as with
RAPD or ISSR primers. However, continuing development of
next-generation sequencing technologies make the isolation of
SSR loci ever more cost efficient (Takayama et al., 2011, 2013;
Zalapa et al., 2012), and the markers have been used in studies
of island plants (e.g., Friar et al., 2007; López-Sepúlveda et
al., 2014; García-Verdugo et al., 2015). Silva Borges et al.
(2016) provided an illustration of the utility of SSRs for
detecting cryptic diversity in what has been treated as one
endemic species in an oceanic archipelago. Specifically, several
different analytical methods showed three major genetic groups
within Tolpis azorica that correspond to populations from
different geographical groups of islands in the Azorean
archipelago. However, Silva Borges et al. (2016) caution that
intensive morphological studies are needed to further evaluate
whether the different genetic groups identified by SSR markers
are worthy of further consideration for taxonomic recognition.
It should be mentioned that data from markers such as
allozymes and PCR-based DNA markers are frequently
subjected to analyses that produce estimates of similarity or
distances among populations of the same and different
taxonomic entities rather than in qualitative differences,
although, the presence/absence of private (unique) alleles are
sometimes reported and would represent a character based
approach (see below).
The use of short DNA sequences, so-called barcodes, has
been of interest, discussion and debate for the taxonomic
identification of specimens that are insufficient for identification
from morphological characters, for the detection of cryptic
species, and for application to the conservation of plant
biodiversity (Kress et al., 2005; Hollingsworth, 2008).
Discussion has centered on practical aspects such as the utility
of different sequences as barcodes and the rationale for using
the approach (Blaxter, 2004; Hajibabaei et al., 2007; Thompson
and Newmaster, 2014). Distance measures of sequence
divergence and/or character based differences with one or more
diagnostic positions in sequences (CBOL Plant Working
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Group, 2009) have been employed in barcoding studies.
Rapid morphological divergence during the radiation of
insular lineages, as discussed above, would seemingly present
a rather formidable challenge for use of DNA barcoding. As
mentioned above, even morphologically distinct congeneric
species in insular radiations are often not well differentiated
with allozymes and other molecular markers, further suggesting
that they could offer a rigorous test for DNA barcoding.
Presumably, the task would be even more difficult for detecting
cryptic variation within species given that morphologically
distinct species may not be distinguishable. The genus Tolpis
in the Canary Islands would seemingly present a rigorous test
for DNA barcoding because nuclear ITS and several plastid
sequences were of limited value for distinguishing some
morphologically distinct taxa, in resolving relationships among
taxa, and in distinguishing cryptic taxa suggested from
morphology (Mort et al., 2007; Gruenstaeudl et al., 2013). Mort
et al. (2010) used a character-based approach (presence of
diagnostic sequences) with two different combinations of four
plastid sequences as barcodes for distinguishing both
morphologically distinct as well as several morphological
forms not recognized taxonomically. The results were
somewhat “mixed” in that several morphologically distinct
species were distinguishable, whereas the most
morphologically divergent species in the Canary Islands was
not novel with either barcode combination. By contrast, certain
morphological forms (cryptic species?) were distinct. Because
sampling was limited in this study, and two of the most
common and variable species have been shown to be
polyphyletic (Mort et al., 2015, see below), it is difficult to
draw strong inferences about the value of the plastid sequences
as DNA barcodes for Tolpis in the Canary Islands. Additional
sampling, particularly of cryptic morphological diversity,
would be needed to assess the performance of barcoding.
Schaefer et al. (2011) used nuclear ITS sequences (so-called
ribotypes) and plastid sequences essentially as barcodes to
examine variation in single species in several lineages within
the Azorean archipelago. Plastid data were invariant within
each of the species whereas variation in ITS ribotypes was
found in seven of the eight species examined. Furthermore,
within the seven variable species, 71% of the ITS ribotypes
were restricted to single islands. Thus, in sharp contrast to the
current taxonomic treatment in which single species are
recognized as occurring over several islands in the Azorean
archipelago, the molecular data raise the possibility of several
single island endemics. Schaefer et al. (2011) emphasized that
the Azorean endemic flora is poorly known morphologically,
and that critical study is needed to increase the understanding
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of the evolution of the flora and to inform conservation
decisions. They called for “a thorough and critical re-evaluation
of the morphological variation in the endemic flora” (Schaefer
et al., 2011, p. 1352), which is the domain of plant systematists.
It is interesting that, while molecular marker studies have been
done on these species, basic taxonomic work is lacking. The
results of Schaefer et al. (2011) parallel those of Silva Borges
et al. (2016) cited above for Azorean Tolpis in which molecular
data indicated clusters within the single endemic species T.
azorica, and suggest that the Azores could harbor much cryptic
diversity. In this regard, it is interesting to note that an intensive
morphological study of Vaccinium cylindraceum (Ericaceae)
by Pereira (2008) indicated differences among populations
from different islands in the Azores, and provides additional
evidence that basic taxonomic studies are needed to elucidate
cryptic diversity in the archipelago.
Schaefer et al. (2011) noted that while the ITS ribotypes
showed geographic structure, they did not distinguish
ecological variants within the species, and the authors
suggested that geographical divergence occurred before the
much more recent ecological divergence. Jones et al. (2014)
found examples within the Macaronesian endemic genus
Pericallis (Asteraceae) in which molecular data did not
distinguish morphological/ecological variants within species,
and other instances in which molecularly distinct populations
were not obviously separable by morphological traits. Jones et
al. (2014, p. 646) opined that their results “merit further
taxonomic work.” The results of both Schaefer et al. (2011)
and Jones et al. (2014) illustrate the need for extensive field
studies by plant systematists in order to elucidate
morphological and habitat variation for single endemic species,
which would be of value for informing conservation decisions
in the Azorian archipelago.
Jaén-Molina et al. (2014) conducted a recent barcoding
survey of 45 species, 12 subspecies and three varieties of
flowering plants endemic to the Canary Islands. They
employed both distance and character based analyses (see
above) as distinguishing criteria. Their results showed that
sequences from two regions of the plastid genome
distinguished over 80% of the congeneric species that are
morphologically similar but clearly distinguishable. The
barcode sequences resolved between 21 and 37 percent of the
cases (depending on the criteria employed) where species,
subspecies or populations are difficult to identify based on
“available morphological characters” (Jaén-Molina et al., 2014,
p. 3). These results indicate that in the Canary Islands, about
20% of the morphologically distinct species are not separated
by the barcoding sequences, and conversely, in about an equal
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percent of the cases cryptic diversity not discernable
morphologically was detected with the sequences. It is
interesting and perhaps a bit surprising that molecular differences
were found among morphologically indistinguishable (at least
with available data, and pending further study) plants in about
the same frequency as were the lack of molecular differences
among morphologically separable species. This suggests the
value of multiple approaches for detecting cryptic diversity in
island archipelagos; many factors could account for these
differences, and they will be summarized below.
Pillon et al. (2013) showed that DNA barcoding with nuclear
and plastid sequences in the two genera Clermontia
(Campanulaceae) and Cyrtandra (Gesneriaceae) in Hawaii
were more effective for distinguishing species on the oldest
island compared to identifying species on younger islands.
Although nuclear markers were more variable than plastid loci,
their longer coalescence times limited their utility as reliable
barcodes. The results from several studies from different
archipelagos suggest that DNA barcodes when used by
themselves have certain shortcomings that limit their utility for
identifying species and cryptic diversity in island lineages.
However, when used in concert with other data such as
morphology and field studies, barcodes may be of value. A
new approach to DNA barcoding will be described later in the
discussion of future studies.
The use of phylogenetic relationships, often based on DNA
sequence data, has been discussed and debated in delimiting
species and as guides for conserving biodiversity (e.g., Agapow
et al., 2004; Diniz-Filho et al., 2013; Winter et al., 2013; Faith,
2016; Lean and Maclaurin, 2016; Pellens and Grandcolas,
2016a,b; Pellens et al., 2016). This is a complex topic, with
various views held on the most appropriate way to assess and
conserve phylogenetic diversity (e.g., papers in Pellens and
Grandcolas, 2016a). The definition of phylogenetic diversity
may vary, but in the most general sense it refers to differences
among organisms resulting from their evolutionary history,
with the diversity contained within a phylogeny (Pellens and
Grandcolas, 2016b). For those who favor using phylogenetic
diversity as a conservation guideline, the basic idea is that it
is important to conserve the widest range of diversity in terms
of traits generated by evolution within a species or within
lineages consisting of two or more taxa.
While DNA barcoding focuses primarily on distinguishing
species or populations rather than using the data to infer
relationships, Hajibabaei et al. (2007) argue that barcoding
could be helpful by suggesting taxa (or variants?) that should
be included in phylogenetic studies. Regardless of debates on
the use of phylogenetic diversity for informing conservation
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planning in island lineages, two limitations of the approach in
conservation have been particularly prevalent. In earlier studies,
limited sampling of populations within species (Sang et al.,
1994, 1995) was a shortcoming, and the inability to obtain
high resolution of relationships using DNA sequence data is a
recurring problem (Sang et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1996, 2007;
Francisco-Ortega et al., 1997; Gruenstaeudl et al., 2013; Jones
et al., 2014). In addition to sampling of populations of each
species, especially for geographically widespread and
ecologically diverse species, it is critical that populations
differing in even the most subtle characters be sampled; equally
critical is sampling populations on a variety of substrates.

Hybridization: loss of diversity or
generation of cryptic diversity?
The foregoing discussion focused on divergence and
speciation in island plants; attention is now focused on
hybridization, especially gene exchange between species.
Allendorf et al. (2001, p. 613) commented on the “difficult set
of problems” that hybridization presents for conservation
biologists. More recently, Wayne and Shaffer (2016) discuss
the issues with the legal protection for the products of
hybridization, and refer to the “nuances of hybridization as a
conservation problem.” These problems are particularly
relevant for plants on oceanic islands, and plant systematists
can contribute to addressing issues of hybridization and
conservation. In the present discussion, only hybridization
between endemic/native species will be considered;
hybridization between native and alien species is an important
issue in conservation of island plants (Daehler and Carino,
2001; Knope et al., 2013; Preston and Pearman, 2015) but this
complex topic will not be included herein.
Obviously, the first step in addressing issues of hybridization
in oceanic lineages is to document that plants are of hybrid
origin. Traditionally, the evidence for hybridization has come
from morphological data, with intermediacy in morphological
characters used to infer hybridization (Anderson, 1953;
Rieseberg and Ellstrand, 1993; Soltis and Soltis, 2009).
Henderson (2006) presented a useful overview of methods
employed for the analysis of morphological data, several of
which have been applied in studies of interspecific
hybridization in island plants (Borgen, 1976; Brochmann et
al., 2000; Nielsen et al., 2003). A variety of molecular markers,
including those discussed above, have been used to document
hybridization (Twyford and Ennos, 2012). The most effective
markers are those that are diagnostic for each of the parental
species, that is, they have mutually exclusive alleles or markers.
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Finding species specific markers may be a challenge for
congeneric species in oceanic islands because, as noted above,
they may not be divergent at commonly-employed molecular
markers. However, because species in oceanic islands are often
divergent morphologically, the identification of hybrids is
usually not a formidable challenge (Borgen, 1996; Brochmann
et al., 2000; Nielsen et al., 2003). The challenge usually is not
just detecting hybridization, but rather determining the “kind”
of hybrids they are, e.g., first generation, advanced generation,
or backcrosses to one or both parents (Twyford and Ennos,
2012). This topic will be considered later.
Several aspects of island plants contribute to the occurrence
of interspecific hybrids (Bacon et al., 2012; Rieseberg pp. 375376 in Allendorf et al., 2013). First, synthetic crosses have
shown that morphologically distinct populations recognized as
species or subspecies are commonly cross compatible and their
F1 hybrids are viable and fertile. Examples from Hawaii include
Bidens (Gillett and Lim, 1970) and Tetramolopium (Lowrey,
1986), both members of Asteraceae, and Wikstroemia
(Thymelaeaceae, Mayer, 1991). Fertile interspecific F1 hybrids
have also been synthesized in the genus Scalesia (Asteraceae)
in the Galápagos (Lindhardt et al., 2009) and Argyranthemum
in the Macaronesian archipelagos (Brochmann et al., 2000;
reviewed in Francisco-Ortega et al., 1997).
Field observations by plant systematists can provide a first
assessment of the potential for hybridization. Although species
in island lineages often occupy different habitats, they are
nonetheless in close spatial proximity and may come into
contact from disturbances caused by the direct and indirect
impacts of human activities, and natural phenomena such as
volcanic activity, landslides and erosion (Stuessy et al., 1998a
and others). In addition to increasing the potential for
interspecific gene flow, disturbances may also provide habitats
that facilitate the establishment and success of hybrids because
hybrids may be at a competitive advantage with their parents
in the disturbed habitats as opposed to being at a selective
disadvantage in the parental habitats. Anderson (1948) referred
to this as “hybridization of the habitat”. With the increasing
human activity on islands, especially those such as the Canary
Islands, which have about 1.6 million inhabitants and perhaps
ten million tourists annually (Francisco-Ortega et al., 2000),
additional disturbances will occur (van Hengstum et al., 2012).
Identifying human-mediated disturbances as they develop on
oceanic islands and assessing the potential impact they could
have on the spatial distances between congeneric species are
important activities of plant systematists because they know
the floras of islands and can determine which species could
be affected. Several examples from the genus Argyranthemum
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(Asteraceae) in the Canary Islands show that activities such as
clearing land for farming, deforestation, and tunnel building
have brought together different combinations of species and
resulted in hybridization (Borgen, 1976; Brochmann et al.,
2000; Fjellheim et al., 2009). Other examples of naturally
occurring interspecific hybrids in oceanic islands include,
among many others: Hawaiian groups such as Scaevola
(Goodeniaceae; Gillett, 1966; Howarth and Baum, 2005) and
Scalesia (Asteraceae) in the Galápagos Islands (Lindhardt et
al., 2009). A third factor that could promote hybridization
between species in an island setting is unspecialized pollinators
that do not discriminate between species, thus effecting
interspecific pollen transfer (Anderson et al., 2001; Bernardello
et al., 2001; Crawford et al., 2011). Members of family
Asteraceae are common and prominent examples of plants with
unspecialized pollinators (Ellis and Johnson, 2009; Horsburgh
et al., 2011).
Several easily observable traits, in addition to habitat
differences, could reduce gene flow between species. Selfcompatible and highly self-pollinating (see above) species,
which are common in island lineages (cf. McMullen, 1987,
1990), would experience reduced frequency of hybridization
(Martin and Willis, 2007; Wright et al., 2013) because they
typically have small, rather inconspicuous flowers and very
high self seed set (Ornduff, 1969). These species produce much
less pollen and attract fewer pollinators, both of which reduce
the potential for outcrossing, and result in fewer hybrids than
would occur between highly outcrossing species (Wolf et al.,
2001; Brys et al., 2013). Minimal or no overlap in flowering
time between two congeneric species occurring in close spatial
occurrence would reduce gene flow, but change in local
conditions in any given year, such as difference in precipitation
patterns, could alter flowering times. Demonstration of high
cross-incompatibility in experimental crosses between species
would likewise suggest low likelihood of the production and
establishment of hybrids. Extensive and sustained field studies
by trained plant systematists who know the floras of islands
are critical to assessing the potential for hybridization between
congeneric endemic species.
Given that hybridization may occur in island floras, the
reasons that it produces a “difficult set of problems” for plant
conservation are the several potential outcomes from the
process (Arnold, 1997; Arnold and Martin, 2010; Abbott et
al., 2013; Björklund, 2013; Yakimowski and Rieseberg, 2014).
The outcomes could include the production of either vigorous
and fertile hybrids or sub-vital and/or highly sterile hybrid
plants. Hybridization could affect the introgression of traits
from one species into another or the establishment of stable
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independent lineages that may be recognized as distinct species.
Contemporary debate and discussion center on the most
common outcomes of hybridization and the feasibility of
obtaining data that would increase the success in predicting
the results of hybridization in a given instance (Börklund, 2013;
Butlin and Ritchie, 2013; Seehausen, 2013). Since
hybridization could either enhance or diminish plant
biodiversity on oceanic islands, with the extremes being the
extinction of species or the origin of new species, any insights
into the dynamics of hybridization would be of considerable
value for formulating conservation strategies.
The production of interspecific hybrids may threaten the
parental species, particularly if one or both are rare and
composed of a few small populations, a situation commonly
encountered on islands (e.g., Levin et al., 1996; Stuessy et al.,
1998b; Francisco-Ortega et al., 2000). The basic threat stems
from the production of hybrid seed, which causes a reduction
in seed of each of the parental species (Levin et al., 1996). If
reciprocal crosses between two species produce similar levels
of seed, the rarer species will be at a disadvantage since it will
sire a higher percentage of hybrid seed because there are more
members of the other species than the same species with which
it can mate (Fowler and Levin, 1984). Weaker barriers to gene
flow, as often occurs between island congeners, will further
promote increased hybridization, placing the rarer species at a
greater disadvantage (Levin et al., 1996). An increase in hybrid
seed production at the expense of the parental species and the
decrease in conspecific seed may result in the extinction of
one (the rarer species) or both of the parental populations
(Levin et al., 1996). If the fitness of the hybrids equals or
exceeds that of the parents in the habitats where one or both
parents occur, they will compete with their parents, and limit
parental capacity for replacement (Levin et al., 1996).
Fertile hybrids of moderate to high fitness may cause the
extinction of a rarer parental species by genetic assimilation
when they backcross to one or both parental species. The more
abundant parental species, of course, will cross more frequently
with the hybrids, resulting in the hybrids more closely
resembling that parent, and through generations characters
typical of the rarer species will be lost. The culmination of
this process would be the extinction of the rarer species as it
existed prior to hybridization. If, in contrast to fit hybrids,
hybridization produces nonviable seed or progeny of lower
fitness, there is a risk of extinction but it is through the process
of gametic wastage (Daehler and Carino, 2001).
In sharp contrast to hybridization having a negative impact
on biological diversity in oceanic islands, it may also enhance
biodiversity, and conservation measures would differ from
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those employed when available data suggest that hybridization
would have a negative effect. In broadest terms, hybridization
may enhance diversity in two ways, one being through
increasing genetic variation (Seehausen, 2013) within a species
via gene flow from another species, that is, via introgression.
This is often facilitated by the presence of a hybrid zone, which
may be stable and occurs when there is no open habitat for
the hybrids. Repeated backcrossing from hybrids to one of the
parents in a hybrid zone may facilitate the introgression of
adaptive traits. A second way in which diversity could be
enhanced by hybridization is through the formation of
stabilized hybrid populations distinct from their parents (but at
the same ploidy level). The hybrids may occupy habitats where
neither parent occurs and be recognized as homploid hybrid
species (Yakimowski and Rieseberg, 2014). Schumer et al.
(2014) suggested that in some instances the criteria applied for
recognizing homoploid species have not been adequate, and
they recommended three basic criteria for the recognition of a
homoploid hybrid species. The criteria include demonstrating
past hybridization between two species (that is, the plants under
study are of hybrid origin), showing that the hybrids are
reproductively isolated from the parental species, and providing
evidence showing that reproductive isolation between hybrids
and parents was the result of hybridization. These are rather
stringent criteria, and the review by Schumer et al. (2014)
shows that the most commonly employed criterion in plants
is genetic evidence, the second most common is isolation
between parent and hybrid, and the third is evidence that
hybridization produced the isolation of the hybrids from their
parents. The Schumer et al. (2014) review revealed that only
three studies in plants used all three criteria to document
homoploid hybrid speciation. Whether the paucity of reports
of homoploid hybrid speciation in plants (which is still greater
than reports for animals) is a reflection of the rarity of the
process in nature or the difficulty of providing convincing
evidence using one or more of the three criteria, or both,
remains a matter of speculation (Mallet, 2007; Schumer et al.,
2014; Yakimowski and Rieseberg, 2014).
Howarth and Baum (2005) suggested that homoploid hybrid
species could be more common on oceanic islands than in
flowering plants in general, and there are several reasons for
this. As mentioned above, congeneric species in a number of
insular lineages have been shown to be cross compatible and
interfertile, and disturbance may serve both to bring species
into contact and provide habitats for hybrid species. Reports
of homoploid hybrid species from islands include one or more
species of Argyranthemum in the Canary Islands (Brochmann
et al., 2000; Borgen et al., 2003; Fjellheim et al., 2009) and
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two species of Scaevola (Goodeniaceae) in the Hawaiian
Archipelago (Howarth and Baum, 2005). In the Canaries, the
two Argyranthemum parental species of the presumed hybrid
species have been brought into contact by the effects of human
disturbance, and the hybrid species grow at elevations
intermediate between the parents (Brochmann et al., 2000). In
Hawaii, one of the hybrid Scaevola species occurs on a recent
lava flow and the other is found in wetter forests at higher
elevations than its presumed parents (Howarth and Baum,
2005).
The extensive studies of Darwin’s finches in the Galapagos
Islands by B. R. and P. R. Grant (B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant,
2008; P. R. Grant and B. R. Grant, 2006, 2014) provide
remarkable insights into how the implications of hybridization
events may vary over a matter of decades. Whether
hybridization results in the merging of lineages or produces
stabilized lineages depends heavily on selection by the external
environment. These alternative outcomes of hybridization are
feasible in the stages of radiations before internal barriers to
gene flow have evolved (B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant, 2008).
To our knowledge no comparable examples have been
elucidated for island plants, but there is no reason to believe
that they do not exist. As discussed above, oceanic plant
lineages often lack intrinsic barriers to gene flow via crossincompatibility and hybrid sterility, which would permit the
kind of dynamic situation documented in the finches. The
changing landscapes on oceanic islands provide differing
selection on hybrids that could either favor or select against
hybrids. In particular, and as noted above, the creation of novel
or disturbed habitats could provide habitats for hybrids in which
they are not competing with the parental species. The basic
problem from a conservation perspective is being able to
predict with some confidence whether, in any given situation,
the outcome of hybridization will enhance or diminish plant
biodiversity in oceanic archipelagos, and indeed the situation
may change over time. Thus, while there are no hard and fast
rules for assessing the conservation implications of
hybridization in oceanic archipelagos, careful monitoring of
habitats and observations of the morphology of plants growing
on the “new” habitats are critical to conservation efforts.

Future studies
Historically, plant systematics has incorporated data from
new methodologies e.g., chromosomes and cytogenetics,
secondary chemistry, enzyme electrophoresis, and DNA
sequencing (Stuessy et al., 2001). The most recent
technological/methodological approaches filtering down to
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plant systematics have been referred to as next generation
sequencing (NGS). Genomic data, which include many
markers covering much of the genome, are increasingly
providing basic information for studying the patterns and
processes of plant evolution, e.g., speciation (Seehausen et al.,
2014) as well as having important implications for plant
conservation (Primmer, 2009; Ouborg et al., 2010; Lemmon
and Lemmon, 2013; Andrews et al., 2016). Some of the
presently employed and potential applications of NGS for the
studies of insular plants will be discussed but it will be argued,
that even though new technologies provide refined insights into
the pattern and process of plant evolution on oceanic islands,
the input from plant systematists will likewise enhance the
value of the genomic data.
As mentioned above, resolution of phylogenetic relationships
in island lineages using DNA sequence data has been limited
by the lack of variation in the sequences widely used in plant
systematics. One important application of NGS is for
generating phylogenetic hypotheses in plants (Eaton and Ree,
2013; Lemmon and Lemmon, 2013; Hipp et al., 2014; Hörandl
and Appelhans, 2015; Andrews et al., 2016). It seems clear
that these new methods will increasingly provide massive
amounts of useful data for higher resolution of relationships
in island lineages than was achieved with Sanger sequencing
of one or a few DNA regions. The challenge has shifted from
the collection of massive amounts of data obtainable to how
best to process and analyze the data (Edgar, 2010; Eaton, 2014;
Andrews et al., 2016).
As far as we are aware, NGS has been used for phylogenetic
reconstruction in only one island plant lineage, namely the
genus Tolpis (Asteraceae) in the Macaronesian archipelagos
(Mort et al., 2015). Although population-level sampling in
Tolpis has thus far been somewhat limited, the results indicate
that resolution is much higher than achieved previously using
sequences commonly employed in systematic studies
(Gruenstaeudl et al., 2013). Clades not resolved in prior studies
show that there has been divergence and speciation within
islands as well as interisland dispersal and speciation (allopatric
speciation). In terms of being informative for the conservation
of phylogenetic biodiversity (discussed above), the phylogeny
of Mort et al. (2015) is of greater value than an earlier
phylogeny for Tolpis (Gruenstaeudl et al., 2013) based on
Sanger sequencing. The Mort et al. (2015) phylogeny also
resolves with strong support cryptic diversity in the form of
two entities that had been designated as sp. nov. in earlier
publications based on several lines of evidence. In addition,
two other described species that have been recognized by some
but not all workers in the Canary Islands (Crawford et al.,
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2009) were resolved as distinct clades. These preliminary
results are encouraging because they show the potential of NSG
data for resolving and identifying cryptic diversity heretofore
unresolved by other molecular methods. It seems likely that
the increased use of NSG data, combined with larger
population sampling than was usually done in earlier molecular
phylogenetic studies (see discussion by Jones et al., 2014) will
provide finer and finer resolution, including the revelation of
much heretofore unrecognized cryptic diversity. As discussed
above, documenting that one or more populations are
distinguished by molecular markers does not provide strong
evidence for formal taxonomic recognition. Instead, the
molecular data call attention to the necessity of input from
plant taxonomists to provide additional biological information
before more definitive taxonomic judgments are made. With
ever-finer resolution in phylogenies, the greater will be the need
for basic systematic/taxonomic/biological data. Several good
examples of using molecular markers in combination with
other biological data to assess genetic diversity in rare plants
and to inform conservation decisions include Olfelt et al. (2001)
and Silva et al. (2015).
DNA barcoding using plastid DNA sequences and ITS
nuclear sequences was discussed earlier, with the general
results that short sequences may not contain sufficient variation
at the population and species levels. More recently, NGS has
been used for barcoding. This approach, which has been called
ultra-barcoding or extended barcoding (Coissac et al., 2016)
and the NGS method used has been designated as “genome
skimming” (Kane et al., 2012; Straub et al., 2012; Dodsworth,
2015; Li et al., 2015; Pompanon and Samadi, 2015). The basic
idea is that instead of using one or a combination of short
sequences for standard barcoding, genome wide data
encompassing kilobases of data are employed, thus the term
ultra-barcoding. Even if short sequences of plastid DNA may
show little variation, especially at lower taxonomic levels,
having massive amounts of sequence data will provide
sufficient variation for barcoding (e.g., Kane et al., 2012). Next
generation sequencing technologies (sometime called
massively parallel sequencing) involves sequencing the same
bases many times, and this depth of coverage is important to
the use of NGS data (Steele and Pires, 2011; Straub et al.,
2012). Plastid and mitochondrial genomes are present in many
copies in plants, as are nuclear ITS sequences. Since the depth
of sequencing increases in proportion to the copy number,
shallow sequencing will result in greater depth than would be
possible for single or low copy sequences, hence the term
genome skimming.
To our knowledge, ultra-barcoding has not been applied to
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island plants; at first glance, it would appear that the approach
offers considerable potential, given the limitations of using
standard short sequences as barcodes. It may well be that
combination of ultra- and standard barcoding approaches can
be used (Li et al, 2015; Coissac et al., 2016). There are many
issues involved in the actual implementation of genome
skimming for ultra-barcoding, and a general appreciation of
practical aspects such as time, cost and expertise may be gained
by reading several thoughtful short reviews (e.g., Dodsworth,
2015; Li et al., 2015; Coissac et al, 2016).
Molecular markers that have been used to assess genetic
diversity within and differentiation among populations of
insular species, to assist in characterizing new species, to infer
the patterns of dispersal, and to infer parameters of reproductive
biology such as mating system (levels of selfing and
outcrossing in natural populations) are generally viewed as
neutral or near neutral (Ouborg et al., 2010; Kirk and Freeland,
2011). It is indisputable that these markers have proven
valuable in conservation efforts. However, they are limited in
other respects, an important one being that they are not the
basis of adaptive traits that impact the survival of organisms
over time, and especially they do not facilitate the adaptation
of populations to changes in their environment (Primmer, 2009;
Ouborg et al., 2010; Kirk and Freeland, 2011). Gaining insight
into the genetic architecture of potentially adaptive traits and
further establishing the actual genetic basis of the traits are not
trivial tasks, to say the least (Pardo-Diaz et al., 2015) and will
be discussed here only briefly. However, it is important to note
that even the most sophisticated genomic studies will require
the input of plant systematists/ecologists in order to gain
insights into the genetic basis of adaptive traits (Anderson et
al., 2011; Savolainen et al., 2013; de Villemereuil, 2015).
Many island lineages may be ideal systems for the types of
ambitious studies mentioned above because there is often a
remarkable diversity of phenotypes occurring in a diverse array
of habitats (Carlquist 1974), with notable examples such as the
silversword alliance (Baldwin, 2003) and lobeliads (Givnish et
al., 2009) of Hawaii, Echium in Macaronesian archipelagos
(Bramwell, 1972; Böhle et al., 1996; Romeiras et al., 2011)
and Dendroseris in the Robinson Crusoe archipelago (Sanders
et al., 1987). Givnish et al. (2009) provide a list and synopsis
of several other notable island radiations. The association
between distinct habitats and different phenotypes that may be
observed over a short distance on an island leads to the
hypothesis that phenotypes are adapted to the habitats where
they are found to the exclusion of other phenotypes. Indeed,
island lineages are often cited as examples of adaptive radiations
(Gillespie, 2009; Soulebeau et al., 2015). Systematists familiar
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with the oceanic floras from extensive, sustained field studies
are the most likely to note, in addition to obvious phenotypic
differences, subtle variation associated with different habitats
(Santiago and Kim, 2009; García-Verdugo et al., 2013). These
observations could set the stage for such things as common
garden and reciprocal transplant studies to ascertain whether
plants with the traits of interest maintain those traits in a
common environment and have higher fitness in their native
habitats, respectively. The studies on the Hawaiian lobeliads
by Givnish and colleagues (e.g., Givnish et al., 2004;
Montgomery and Givnish, 2008; Givnish and Montgomery,
2014) included field and common garden studies, the results
of which indicated that species were adapted to their native
habitats in several traits. In addition to the field and common
garden studies of lobeliads, there have been additional
investigations of other insular lineages from different
archipelagos (e.g., Dunbar-Co et al., 2009; Santiago and Kim,
2009; García-Verdugo et al., 2013) showing an association
between traits and plant performance, and suggesting the
adaptive nature of the phenotypic diversity seen in natural
populations.
Once there is evidence that contrasting traits seen in nature
are likely adaptive in the habitats where they occur, studies of
the genetic basis of the trait may be initiated. This is an onerous
task at best and general descriptions of the approaches and the
challenges in elucidating at the finest genetic scale adaptive
phenotypic traits may be found in several brief, lucid reviews
(Stinchbombe and Hoekstra, 2008; Anderson et al., 2011;
Savolainen et al., 2013; Pardo-Diaz et al., 2015). The goal of
such studies would be to test whether plants with the allele of
a gene of interest (a candidate gene) have higher fitness,
preferably in natural populations, than plants with alternative
alleles. One noteworthy example of gaining insight into the
genetic basis of a phenotypic traits in plants comes from
populations of Arabidopsis lyrata growing on serpentine and
nonserpentine soils (Turner et al., 2010). Turner et al. (2010)
sequenced three candidate genes, which were involved in heavy
metal detoxification, and calcium and magnesium transport,
and their known functions plausible for occurrence on the harsh
substrates such as serpentine. The conservation implications of
studies of the genetic architecture and basis of adaptive traits
are apparent when considering issues such as conservation of
ecologically important variation within species, especially the
potential to adapt to habitat changes, as may occur in oceanic
archipelagos (Carracedo et al, 2011; Weigelt et al., 2016)
Next generation sequencing data can contribute much to
studies of hybridization. Twyford and Ennos (2012) suggested
that data from NGS technologies could contribute to three
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important aspects of natural hybridization, including the spatial/
temporal dynamics of hybrid zones, the consequences of the
introgression of particular regions or loci into the genetic
background of another species, and the formation and
stabilization of new species. With regard to the study of these
basic issues, two quotations from García-Verdugo et al. (2013)
argue for the suitability of island plants for studying
hybridization: “Oceanic islands provide an ideal scenario for
testing future hypotheses on the ecological role of hybridization
in lineage diversification” (García-Verdugo et al., 2013, p. 756);
and “The proliferation of molecular-based studies is providing
incessant evidence for the occurrence of hybridization events
in island radiations, but if we rely solely on this approach, we
will fail to fully understand the interplay between ecological
and evolutionary processes creating such an unusual degree of
variation within particular lineages.” (García-Verdugo et al.,
2013, p. 757). Island species are particularly good systems for
inferring the temporal aspect of interspecific hybridization
because in many cases natural and human-mediated
disturbances, which often facilitate hybridization, can be dated
(e.g., Borgen, 1976; Carracedo, 2011; van Hengstum et al.,
2012). The persistent problem for continental plants of whether
shared alleles and morphological intermediacy between species
is the result of hybridization or shared ancestral polymorphisms
(Twyford and Ennos, 2012; Mallet et al., 2016) is rarely an
issue with island plants because, as the plants in question are
typically on sites of younger known ages, whereas the two
“pure” parental species are distinct over most of their ranges.
There can be little doubt that future investigations of
hybridization should focus on long-term studies on islands.
There have been no such studies of plants, and of very few
from animals. As mentioned above, the classical, multifaceted,
studies of B. R. and P. R. Grant (B. R. Grant and P. R. Grant,
2008; P. R. Grant and B. R. Grant, 2006, 2014) carried out
over generations, show how the results of hybridization can
fluctuate over ecological time. There is the potential for similar
kinds of studies in island plants; a specific example will be
given. Several species in the genus Argyranthemum (mentioned
above) are known to hybridize in different islands in the
Canarian archipelago (Borgen, 1976; Borgen et al., 2003;
Brochmann, 1984; Brochmann et al., 2000: Francisco-Ortega
et al., 1997; Fjellheim et al., 2009). Particularly interesting is
hybridization between the species Argyranthemum frutescens
(two subspecies involved) and one subspecies of A.
broussonetii in the Anaga region of Tenerife Island in the
Canaries. The former species is coastal and xerophytic,
typically occurring below 100 m above sea level (asl). This
species has a tendency to become somewhat weedy and may
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occur at higher altitudes. By contrast, A. broussonetii occurs
in the humid laurel forest zone at 550 to 1000 m asl. Several
of the larger hybrid populations (hundreds of plants) have been
named taxonomically as A. lemsii and A. sundingii, and they
occur at intermediate altitudes of 150 to 450 m asl in habitats
that vary from semi-arid to humid (Brochmann et al., 2000;
Borgen et al., 2003; Fjellheim et al., 2009). Fjellheim et al.
(2009) suggested that more recent establishment of hybrids
between the two species may have been facilitated by
disturbance such as deforestation and road building, whereas
there may also be older hybrid populations that predated the
disturbances. In addition to the larger populations, three other
very small hybrid populations consisting of one, 20 and 40
hybrid plants at disturbed sites were found (Brochmann et al.,
2000) but were not studied. Studies utilizing data from
morphology and experimental hybridizations (Brochmann et al.,
2000) and various molecular markers (Francisco-Ortega et al.,
1997; Fjellheim et al., 2009) raised several interesting questions
about the hybrid populations between these two species, the two
most basic ones being whether the hybrids should be recognized
as one or two species (A. lemsii and A. sundingii), or they should
be considered hybrid swarms rather than stabilized hybrids.
Brochmann et al. (2000) demonstrated that the F1 and F2 hybrids
resulting from crossing the two parental species are vigorous
and highly pollen fertile, indicating that reproductive isolation
in nature is the result of spatial/habitat divergence rather than
intrinsic barriers to gene flow. Secondly, Brochmann et al. (2000)
showed that some F2 hybrids were close morphological matches
to naturally occurring hybrids. Interestingly, Brochmann et al.
(2000) argued that a population assigned to A. sundingii is a
stabilized hybrid because the progeny from plants in the
population had no higher morphological variation than the
progeny of each of the parental species, and less than was found
in synthetic F2 hybrids.
Hybridization between Argyranthemum frutescens and A.
broussonetii in the Anaga area of Tenerife is a good model
system for studying the formation and structure of hybrid zones
in an insular setting because of the seemingly multiple origins
of hybrids at different locations and likely at different times.
The hybrid populations vary in size and are considered to be
either small hybrid swarms or stabilized hybrid species. The
molecular makers that have been employed in studying
hybridization (Francisco-Ortega et al., 1997; Fjellheim et al.,
2009) between the two species of Argyranthemum have been
of limited value in determining whether the hybrid populations
are of single or multiple origins (or even if they were hybrids
at all) because there were few, if any, diagnostic markers for
each of the parental species. However, Francisco-Ortega et al.
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(1996b) showed that two hybrid populations had the plastid
genomes of different parental species, suggesting that the
maternal parents were different in the two populations, and
thus are the result of different hybridization events. The use
of many more molecular markers generated from NGS
technologies would very likely be more informative than
markers previously employed (Eaton and Ree, 2013; Paun et
al., 2016) in elucidating whether hybrid populations are from
the same or different hybridization events. This information
would be valuable to subsequent studies of populations
because, if they have separate origins, they would represent
replicate hybridization experiments, and could be informative
for inferring the factors that shape variation and evolution
subsequent to hybridization (Harrison and Larson, 2016). In
this regard, the studies of Rieseberg and collaborators showed
that different hybridization events in the genus Helianthus (e.g.,
Rieseberg et al., 1999; Buerkle and Rieseberg, 2001) showed
similar genomic patterns of hybridization and introgression.
The parental species are karyotypically divergent, with the first
generation hybrids highly sterile (Heiser, 1947), which suggests
that selection for fertility in later generations shapes genomes
during hybrid speciation. By contrast, if extrinsic factors such
as habitat preference drove divergence and speciation of the
parents with minimal intrinsic barriers to gene flow between
them, then the results of replicate hybridizations between them
would presumably be shaped by the external factors of the
hybrid habitat. If this were the case, then different results from
replicate hybridization events would be expected depending on
the habitats of the hybrids.
In contrast to the parental species of the Helianthus hybrids,
the Argyranthemum parents have similar karyotypes with few
intrinsic barriers to gene flow, and habitat differences likely are
selective factors in the evolution of the hybrid populations
(Brochmann et al., 2000; Fjellheim et al., 2009). The results of
Brochmann et al. (2000) showed that several hybrid populations
of Argyranthemum are distinguishable morphologically, and
future systematic/biosystematics studies enlarging on the
important investigation of Brochmann et al. (2000) should be
carried out. That is, variation in traits in the progeny of natural
hybrids, progeny of the parental species and synthetic F2
hybrids would be compared. These studies would provide
insight into the morphological stabilization of the hybrid
populations in comparison to their parents and second
generation hybrids. In addition, the application of many
molecular markers generated by NGS technology could
document whether the hybrid populations in the Anaga region
are the results of independent events, and also provide insights
into the genetic structure of the hybrid populations (Eaton and
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Ree, 2013; Paun et al., 2016. The frequency of diagnostic
species markers in individual hybrid plants could provide
insight into whether they are first generation, backcross, or
advanced generation hybrids by comparing markers in natural
hybrids with those in the synthetic hybrids of known origin
and with different morphological traits. Since the hybrid
populations occur in areas of altitudinal and humidity variation,
the correlation of morphological traits and habitat (soil
moisture, sun/shade, etc.) could be informative in elucidating
traits under selection in the hybrid habitats. In addition,
correlations between markers from NGS technology and
habitat/morphology could eventually identify regions of the
genome associated with introgressed adapative traits (SuarezGonzalez et al., 2016). Highly integrated studies of these hybrid
populations over time would represent a major research
undertaking, but the rewards would be considerable, both in
basic information and applied aspects. Such studies could
detect cryptic diversity generated from hybridization. It may
eventually be shown that the conservation of variation
generated by hybridization is as important in the overall
conservation diversity of island floras as conserving variation
resulting from speciation by lineage divergence. However,
interpreting the potential impacts of hybridization on the
diversity of island floras is a formidable challenge, especially
in the changing landscapes of oceanic islands. Plant organismal
biologists, including especially plant systematists, have crucial
roles to play in future studies aimed at the conservation of the
rare and unique floras that have evolved on small, isolated
spekcs of rock in the vast oceans.
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